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Motivation

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lanworks.com%2Fcyber-attack-
ransomware-emergency-
response%2F&psig=AOvVaw3cyi5WY0kV6KRS9nE2FFBe&ust=1666637129764000&source=images
&cd=vfe&ved=0CA4QjhxqFwoTCLjZpKKB9_oCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fjosephsteinberg%2Fstatus%2F1091363160446169092%3Fl
ang%3Dhu&psig=AOvVaw0Mg37O-
AIUgSDK7edFPACJ&ust=1666637222730000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CA4QjhxqFwoTCIjlyM6B9_oCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAi

https://www.balbix.com/blog/top-10-cybersecurity-memes/



Background
Systems Thinking Foundations:

• Peter Senge Fifth Discipline [13]
• Donnella Meadows Thinking in Systems: A Primer [9]

Content from Colorado State University Systems Thinking Course [14]
• Key Systems Thinking Principles

• Emergent Properties of systems – Failure of reductionist approach to complex system design

Essential Terminology:
• Safety is freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or 

loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment. As adapted from MIL-STD-882E and the 
NASA Safety Handbook [14].

• Security is freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, or occupational illness; damage to 
or loss of equipment or property; damage to the environment; damage or loss of data or information; or 
damage to or loss of capability, function, or process. According to NIST SP 800-160, volume 1 [15].

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, safety and securityapproaches can be combined under systems thinking approachesby capturing stakeholder defined unacceptable losses.Consistent with systems engineering principles, the specific�scope of safety and security are defined by stakeholders in�terms of the entities to which they apply and the consequences�against which they are assessed. Historically, security has�typically had a limited scope that only considered malicious�actions and tended to focus on the confidentiality, integrity,�and availability of data. Likewise, safety has had a limited�scope and does not explicitly consider intentional (malicious)�actions. However, with increasing frequency, these concerns�are being addressed holistically with a growing number of�common analysis methods. For example, safety and security�approaches can be combined under systems thinking ap-�proaches by capturing stakeholder defined unacceptable losses.



CPS Design Team Current State Systems Dynamics Model

Fig. 2. A Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) is used to capture the complexity of CPS Design Teams and CPS Security Efforts from [6]

Diagram 
generated with 

VENSIM software



Characterization of the Problem 
Space

 Utility of Iceberg Model for Complex Problems  
 Current problems with CPS Design Teams:

 Lack of systems thinking mindset
Minimal adoption of systems thinking 

principles:
 Holism: Lack of holistic view of a CPS
 Evolution: Attackers evolve, but CPS does not
 Emergence: Security is an emergent 

property, reductionist approach inadequate
 Feedback: Vulnerabilities emerge from 

feedback loops and delays

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Events: ”Events” are observable unwanted, undesired, or potentially hazardous occurrences. They do not necessarily have to be malicious or harmful but are merely an indication ofa problem which needs to be further investigated.Patterns: At this level of the root cause analysis, patterns of behavior are reoccurring unwanted activities. In our analysis, patterns represents shortcomings of traditional CPS designsand teams that result in vulnerabilities and cyber attacks.Typical structural concerns include entities such as: CPS companies and their design teams; national policies and regulations; external operational context and existing infrastructure; and even social structures and personal motivations are all contributing factors to CPS vulnerabilities and attacks.Mental Model: The foundation on which Iceberg events, patterns of behavior, and systems structure rest is the mental model for CPS Design. The mental model represents themindset and worldview of current CPS design teams.



Consideration for CPS Design Teams
• Structural Considerations

• Fundamentals – Security By Design

• Core Knowledge and Experiences

• Necessary Skills and Abilities 

• Development Lifecycle 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 to Improve ‘Security by Design’



Structural Considerations

Fig. 4. Proposed Human Design Team Structure BDD for an Electrified Aircraft Concept.

• Injection of 
cybersecurity and 
systems thinking 
conscious design 
engineers

• Healthier relationship 
between the 
corporation’s enabling 
systems and CPS Team

• Employee training or 
new hires



Fundamentals 

Fig. 5 Electrified Vehicle Operational Environment & Threat Diagram

• Security By Design requires a 
Holistic Approach across the system 
development lifecycle

• First must understand the 
system mission/purpose and its 
context.

• Early Focus on Stakeholder needs 
and Requirements – ID Critical 
Functionality

• Zero Trust Architecture

• Systems Thinking Principles–
Holism: A system is More than the sum of its parts: Elements, Interconnects (interdependence) and Purpose.
Emergence: The Complexity of Systems are often due to Emergent behavior
Evolution: Systems have a Life Cycle and they Evolve.
Feedback:  Wanted or unwanted Emergent (non-linear) behavior is often determined by Feedback Loops 

(with delays) within and between the 3 systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, vehicles (ground or airborne)are no longer mechanically controlled systems. Verticaltakeoff/landing aircraft are likely to be realized with complexfeedback loops incorporating dozens of computers andprocessors all ”controlled” by a pilot. Thus, system designand development must be able to accommodate, anticipate,withstand, recover from, and adapt to unexpected inputs, cyberattacks, and service disruptions in addition to other expectedadverse conditions.



Core Knowledge and Experiences

Fig. 6. Experience and Knowledge Required for Safe and Secure CPS Design Teams.

Taxonomy –
desired skills 
and abilities 
for the CPS 
Design teams 
for secure 
design 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Helps identify where we need additional effort and personnel.know where you have holes and you can make decisions to hire or contract expertise for those holes or merely accept them as a risk.Not exhaustive End 



INCOSE Processes Illustration Specific to Secure Design
INCOSE Technical Processes

Business/Mission Analysis

Architecture Definition

System Requirements Definition

Implementation

Design Definition

Verification

Validation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
• Business/Mission Analysis - Consider the stakeholder’s security needs across the system’s set of operational concepts (transporting people or goods), operational environments (urban, suburban, or rural), operators (experienced or novice pilots).• System Requirements Definition - Write “SMART” (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely)security requirements like ensuring aircraft digital communications are encrypted and/or authenticated wheneverfeasible.• Architecture Definition - Assess competing architectures  (both functional and physical architectures) and prioritize potential solutions with consideration for long-term feasibility. This activity should be done not only forthe internal SoI’s architecture but with consideration for the existing infrastructure the aircraft must utilize anddepends upon.• Design Definition - While defining the SoI, it is important for CPS design teams to leverage best practices captured in applicable CPS cybersecurity frameworks to ensure ‘Security by Design’ for personnel, processes, and technological solutions are indeed designed in.• Implementation/Integration - Historically, most security features are bypassed due to poor implementations rather than broken. Careful implementation and integration is necessary to deliver defensible systems.• Verification - Performing low level test and evaluation of the Electrified Aircraft includes performing input fuzzing on each port and data input, hardware reliability analysis, and holistic cyber red-teaming to look for non-obvious vulnerabilities.• Validation - Assessing the cybersecurity posture of the fielded system in a realistic operational environment includes performing and document cybersecurity activities in appropriate artifacts for inclusion in system securityand risk management processes.



INCOSE Processes Illustration Specific to Secure Design
• Business/Mission Analysis - Consider the stakeholder’s security needs across the system’s set of operational 
concepts (transporting people or goods), operational environments (urban, suburban, or rural), operators 
(experienced or novice pilots).
• System Requirements Definition - Write “SMART” (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely)
security requirements like ensuring aircraft digital communications are encrypted and/or authenticated whenever
feasible.
• Architecture Definition - Assess competing architectures  (both functional and physical architectures) and 
prioritize potential solutions with consideration for long-term feasibility. This activity should be done not only for
the internal SoI’s architecture but with consideration for the existing infrastructure the aircraft must utilize and
depends upon.
• Design Definition - While defining the SoI, it is important for CPS design teams to leverage best practices captured 
in applicable CPS cybersecurity frameworks to ensure ‘Security by Design’ for personnel, processes, and 
technological solutions are indeed designed in.
• Implementation/Integration - Historically, most security features are bypassed due to poor implementations 
rather than broken. Careful implementation and integration is necessary to deliver defensible systems.
• Verification - Performing low level test and evaluation of the Electrified Aircraft includes performing input fuzzing 
on each port and data input, hardware reliability analysis, and holistic cyber red-teaming to look for non-obvious 
vulnerabilities.
• Validation - Assessing the cybersecurity posture of the fielded system in a realistic operational environment 
includes performing and document cybersecurity activities in appropriate artifacts for inclusion in system security
and risk management processes.



Notional Development Lifecycle
•Earlier and additional Systems Engineering, OT, and Systems Security involvement.



Conclusion and Future Work  
Recommendations Summary:

• Improving the structure and composition of CPS Design Teams within an organization should encourage more 
secure system design

• Fundamentals of Systems Thinking and Systems Engineering should be incorporated in Secure System Design
• The Taxonomy of Core Knowledge and Experiences can be better understood per role within a design team –

illustrations provided for executing INCOSE Technical Processes for System Design and Development.
• Earlier and Additional Systems Engineering, OT, and Systems Security involvement in the system lifecycle should 

enable more ‘security by design’

Acknowledged Limitations:
• Impacting the design team composition alone is not the most effective or broadly applicable long-term solution:
• Training people is effective but not a universal solution:

Degrees and formal education vary, often there is resistance to change and Employee turnover
• Hiring cybersecurity SME’s is not a viable on every project: limited quantity of SME’s and limited budget for 

project/system development 

Future Work:

• Change and improve the design process by creating/specifying a better method for capturing cybersecurity 
requirements in initial system design
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Questions?  

Contact: 
Trae Span Trae.span@colostate.edu
Jeremy Daily Jeremy.daily@colostate.edu
Logan Mailloux logan.Mailloux@nps.edu

The views expressed in this work are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or position of the United 
States Air Force, the United States Navy, the Department of Defense, or the United States Government.
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